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Conflict Resolution and Professionalism
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Learning

Community Group: Yellow 51
Professionalism
Conflict with Administrator

Administrator speaks to student in an inappropriate or derogatory manner

- Attempt to deescalate the situation by maintaining your own professionalism
- Include a counselor or another staff member to help mediate/resolve the conflict
- Refer to the student handbook for specific policy guidance
- Counsel with peers
Reflection

Making mistakes and receiving constructive feedback are important facets of the learning process. Having a growth mindset means learning from experiences in the classroom and the clinic and using past mistakes to inform future encounters. Despite this, there is no place for harsh criticism or communication in a derogatory fashion. Just like medical students, administrators should be held to a high standard when it comes to the language they use when communicating. Conflicts involving inappropriate language or derogatory remarks should be addressed with respect, professionalism, and multiple parties to mediate.